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ERs take brunt in
psychiatric shortfall

Gen. John Nicholson

Afghans
wary of
Trump
overture
President’s threat to fire
general raises concerns
in war-torn country
By PAMELA CONSTABLE
WASHINGTON POST

KABUL — Afghans are
alarmed by widespread reports
that President Donald Trump
has threatened to fire Gen. John
Nicholson Jr., the highly regarded U.S. military commander in this war-torn country, and
that Trump has also delayed
choosing a new military and
political strategy Afghans have
awaited anxiously for the past
six months.
Nicholson, 61, the top U.S. military official in Afghanistan for
the past 16 months, has become
the best-known face of Washington here, working closely
with Afghan military and civilian officials, and vocally advocating expanded U.S. military
engagement, while the Taliban
and other insurgents continue
aggressive attacks across the
country.
Now, with two U.S. service
members killed in the past week,
Trump’s attack on Nicholson
for failing to “win” the 16-year
war has stunned Afghan officials and political leaders. They
said a clear signal of continued support from Washington
is urgently needed to keep the
fragile Kabul government on its
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TRUMP OPPOSITION?

GOP shadow
campaign for
2020 forming

By JONATHAN MARTIN
AND ALEX BURNS
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Sens. Tom
Cotton and Ben Sasse have already been to Iowa this year,
Gov. John Kasich is eyeing a
return visit to New Hampshire,
and Mike Pence’s schedule is so
full of political events that Republicans joke that he is acting
more like a second-term vice
president hoping to clear the
field than a No. 2 sworn in a little
over six months ago.
President Donald Trump’s
first term is ostensibly just
warming up, but luminaries in
his own party have begun what
amounts to a shadow campaign
for 2020 — as if the current occupant of 1600 Pennsylvania
Ave. weren’t involved.
The would-be candidates are
cultivating some of the party’s
most prominent donors, courting conservative interest groups
and carefully enhancing their
profiles. Trump has given no
indication that he will decline to
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KEEPING GUARD: Hazel Brownfield Rosalie of Allied Universal Security keeps watch on a mental health patient being treated June 16 in the emergency department
at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital. A “sitter” is sometimes deployed by hospital staff to keep 24-hour watch over patients at risk of harming themselves.

County’s hospitals more burdened since closure of specialized facilities
Stories by MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

hen a psychiatric patient shows up at the emergency room at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital,
the staff quickly removes anything dangerous
before placing them in a treatment room.
Cables and heavy objects are stowed away. A cart with
essential instruments — scalpels, needles, sutures and
commonly used drugs — is wheeled out.
“Anything that they could reach comes out of the
room,” said Marirose Apolinarski, director of nursing in
Memorial’s emergency department.
A “sitter” or security guard is placed near the doorway
to watch over the patient 24 hours a
day. If the patient can’t be managed
PATIENTS
with medication, they are restrained
IN LIMBO
to prevent them from harming themOld rule in landmark selves or others.
program that created
This scene is repeated more than
Medicaid keeps
six times a day, on average, at Mefederal funds from
morial — Sonoma County’s largest
being used to help
hospital — which logged nearly
adult patients / A9
2,500 encounters with psychiatric
patients in its emergency department
last year. Most will sit in an emergency room for hours,
though their stays often turn to days, weeks, and, in some
cases, even longer.
Their physical ailments, if they had any to begin with,
are addressed promptly, but their mental health — their
mood or personality disorder, neuroses or extreme psychosis — is left untreated. They wait in a kind of limbo
for something in short supply for low-income residents in
Sonoma County: a bed in a psychiatric hospital.
Increasingly, the burden of caring for people with severe mental illness is falling on local hospital emergency
rooms and the county jail.
Both are ill-equipped to handle the volume of mental
health patients they are encountering, creating bottlenecks that are deeply and broadly felt by all residents,
The Press Democrat found during a six-month review of
Sonoma County’s psychiatric emergency services.
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A THREE-PART
INVESTIGATIVE SERIES
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PORTRAIT OF LOSS: Denise Bleuel displays a photo of her late son, Quoyah Tehee,
as a child. Tehee, who was plagued by paranoid delusions, hanged himself in 2015.

Life and death of family’s son
reflects toll of mental health gap

U

ntreated, Quoyah Carson
Tehee’s schizophrenia
was essentially a death
sentence.
The night before he hanged
himself at his home in Cloverdale on Dec. 10, 2015, Tehee was
plagued by paranoid delusions.
The 37-year-old stood in the
rain with no shirt and shoes,
wielding a pitchfork over his
head, screaming and yelling. He
threatened his neighbors and
accused them of taking his cigarettes. He threw a rock through
their car window and assaulted
a cyclist after knocking him off

his bike.
Public records and interviews
with his family paint a portrait
of Tehee’s final hours.
Tehee was taken to Sonoma
County Jail. His mother, Denise
Bleuel, says everyone who knew
him — his neighbors, the local
grocery clerks and especially
the Cloverdale police — was
aware Tehee had mental illness.
That night, however, he was released after spending five hours
in the drunk tank.
When he got back to his
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The closure of two psychiatric hospitals in the county has left a hole.

Sonoma County Jail has become the
largest psychiatric treatment facility.

Exploring ways to improve services
for people with severe mental illness.
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SR MAN SHOT AND KILLED BY POLICE: Officers

respond to 911 call reporting man “acting crazy,”
find him advancing toward them with knife / A3
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